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the office of athletic trainer licensure will hold a virtual permanent rulemaking hearing to allow stakeholders a final opportunity to
provide feedback before the director considers adopting the proposed revisions to rule 7.2, as required by olls. the proposed rule

revisions correct language that was recently adopted, that conflict with portions of the statutes in colorado house bill 20-1284
(concerning updates to state surprise billing laws to facilitate the implementation of surprise billing protections, and aligning
state law with the federal no surprises act). the office of athletic trainer licensure will hold a virtual permanent rulemaking
hearing to allow stakeholders a final opportunity to provide feedback before the director considers adopting the proposed

revisions to rule 7.3, as required by olls. the proposed rule revisions correct language that was recently adopted, that conflict
with portions of the statutes in colorado house bill 20-1284 (concerning updates to state surprise billing laws to facilitate the
implementation of surprise billing protections, and aligning state law with the federal no surprises act). these are the default

trainercallbacks that will be added to the trainer's trainer. each trainer class receives a unique set of callbacks. all of the defaults
will be set to none unless overridden within this list. examples/trainer_callbacks.py if the default trainer is set to none, the trainer

will receive a unique set of callbacks that is specific to that trainer. if this trainercallback is not set, a unique set of default
callbacks will be added. 5ec8ef588b
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